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Täby Galopp will be host for an international Trifecta bet 
 
 
September 14th is the date for Stockholm Cup; one of the biggest thoroughbred 
races in Sweden. Stockholm Cup is an International Group III race (2400 m gr). This 
year will the race also be in focus for an international Trifecta, “Global Trifecta” with 
around 15 countries commingling into the Swedish pools. ATG has together with the 
Swedish Jockey Club got the responsibility from IFHA to arrange one of the trials for 
the “Global Trifecta”.  
 
“We are off course very proud that IFHA is giving us the opportunity to arrange one of 
the test trials for a Global Trifecta even though we can’t participate in other trials due 
to the regulation that says we can’t commingle to races outside the Nordic area”, 
says Leif Almgren, Director of ATG International Department. 
 
“We are very happy for the “Global Trifecta” betting to Stockholm Cup and we believe 
that it is a fantastic opportunity for us to be able to show Swedish thoroughbred 
racing and our track Täby Galopp in so many countries,” says Björn Eklund, 
Secretary General of the Swedish Jockey Club.  
  
“We are excited about the growing interest in our global commingling initiative” says 
IFHA Executive Director Maurits Bruggink, “Bettors are increasingly interested in 
international racing and totes need to present a regulated offer to meet the demand. 
Cooperation between authorised totes through commingling into each others pools is 
the way forward and I congratulate the Swedish tote with today’s successful 
proposition”. 
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Note to the editor 
The International Federation of Horseracing Authorities, IFHA is the single representative body for the 
global racing industry with membership comprising the racing authorities in over 50 countries, 
including all the main racing nations. It was formally established in 1993 to harmonize the rules of 
member countries regarding breeding and racing in order to maintain the integrity of each and protect 
the welfare of industry participants both human and equine.  It now also elaborates common principles 
on wagering. 
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